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	UAE
		[image: ]
Survey reveals misalignment between cybersecurity and business goals in the UAE and KSA

	[image: ]
Bybit opens global headquarters in Dubai on the heels of 50% increase in user base

	[image: ]
DIFC Courts reinforces its commitment to sustainability following expansion of its digital infrastructure

	[image: ]
NETSCOUT adds new data centre presence in Dubai with added Arbor Cloud Capabilities

	[image: ]
Dubai ranks as the second most crypto-ready city in the world



	Saudi Arabia
		[image: ]
LinkShadow reinforces its commitment to Saudi Arabia

	[image: ]
Huawei Cloud’s Riyadh launch boosts Saudi tech advancement

	[image: ]
Cisco unveils new data centre to enhance security services in Saudi Arabia

	[image: ]
Survey reveals misalignment between cybersecurity and business goals in the UAE and KSA

	[image: ]
Google Cloud announce significant new collaboration with Saudi Pharmaceuticals giant



	Oman
		[image: ]
KROHNE delivers insights to inspire the next generation of engineers in Oman

	[image: ]
Oracle supports major project to accelerate Oman digital economy

	[image: ]
Ooredoo accelerates cybersecurity in Oman with new deal

	[image: ]
Omantel selects Ericsson to manage its nationwide multi-vendor networks

	[image: ]
Oman TRA shares plans to accelerate 5G deployment



	Bahrain
		[image: ]
BDB launches “tijara” platform for SMEs

	[image: ]
Bahrain achieves full nationwide 5G coverage

	[image: ]
Batelco, SonicWall launch integrated security solutions for SMEs in Bahrain

	[image: ]
Bahrain to offer COVID-19 test results on WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger
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Infor supports Bahrain’s digital transformation



	Kuwait
		[image: ]
Infopercept opens its first Middle East office in Kuwait

	[image: ]
Microsoft Compliance Manager now available in Kuwait

	[image: ]
Commercial Bank of Kuwait gets mobile payments moving with Thales Digital Solutions

	[image: ]
Ooredoo chooses Fortinet to deliver secure SD-WAN managed services in Kuwait

	[image: ]
Zain rolls out first-ever 5G roaming service in MENA



	Africa
		[image: ]
Looking for the best label solutions in South Africa? Go OKI!

	[image: ]
OKI is only going bigger in the South African market!

	[image: ]
Huawei honours Women in Tech at Apps UP 2022

	[image: ]
Amazon payment services launches in the MENA region

	[image: Egypt people determination]
Egypt turns to AI to deliver COVID-19 diagnosis service to People of Determination



	Middle East
		[image: ]
Vertiv extends partnership with MDS SI Group to enhance digital infrastructure solutions

	[image: ]
Bosch sees 21% sales surge in the Middle East

	[image: ]
“AI has been in Google’s DNA from the beginning – we are an AI-first company” – Tarek Khalil, Google Cloud

	[image: ]
How companies can future-proof their business with Web3

	[image: ]
“Diversity, equity and inclusion are a core part of our culture and values at AWS” – Yasmine Afifi



	Global
		[image: ]
Gender Lens investing vital to economic recovery

	[image: ]
Virgin Hyperloop unveils location for Hyperloop certification centre

	[image: ]
TikTok taps Oracle as secure cloud provider

	[image: Zoom acquisition]
Zoom gets security boost with Keybase acquisition
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Why collaboration is the answer to the successful roll-out of 5G






	Industry
	Education
		[image: ]
OPSWAT invests $10 Million in scholarship learning program to help close cybersecurity skills gap

	[image: ]
Alef Education showcases the Alef Metaverse to improve climate education at COP28

	[image: ]
Bybit and AUS unveil the tech talents of tomorrow

	[image: ]
How digital education solutions can help students achieve their full learning potential

	[image: ]
Seeds for the Future 2023: Huawei gathers ME & CA’s brightest ICT talent in Qatar



	Energy
		[image: ]
Middle East Energy to further boost their sustainability agenda

	[image: ]
EDF UK selects Dynatrace to keep the power flowing

	[image: ]
KROHNE harnessing the power of analytics to drive energy transformation

	[image: ]
“All of us are pulling in the right direction for a better tomorrow” – Frank Janssens, VP at KROHNE
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AI and advanced analytics drive sustainability and efficiency



	Financial services
		[image: ]
Above and ‘Beyon’ – New Money SuperApp launched in the UAE

	[image: ]
New cross-border payments platform Digit9 launches in the UAE

	[image: ]
Hub71 partners with global economic transformation specialist on MENA start-up ecosystem

	[image: ]
Spheroid Universe coin to be listed on MEXC exchange
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DIFC Innovation Hub launches AccelerateHER program



	Government
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Innovating Finance: UAE’s Pioneering Role in the Blockchain and Crypto Landscape
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Pioneering Sharjah’s Digital Revolution
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Interview: Shaping a Secure World

	[image: ]
Dubai Chamber of Digital Economy scouts Asia for tech start-ups
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Government leaders from IT sector honoured at GovTech Innovation Awards



	Healthcare
		[image: ]
Dubai Science Park study backs R&D localisation amid projected surge in UAE healthcare spending
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MarkiTech expands GCC footprint

	[image: ]
MoHAP Launches Health Sector’s First National Centre of Excellence for AI

	[image: ]
Korian Benelux future-proofs residential Care with AI-driven solutions

	[image: ]
SAS accelerates responsible innovation efforts with new collaborations



	Property
		[image: ]
Digitalisation key to accelerating construction development in Middle East, says Trimble

	[image: ]
R&M Introduces First Single Pair Ethernet System to Support Middle East Smart Building Trend
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To ‘upsmart’ your building, start with the elevator
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Renters searching for homes online surge amid coronavirus fears

	[image: tech app Dubai]
Emirati tech entrepreneur launches new app to ease Dubai’s rental woes



	Retail
		[image: ]
Opinion: Brands must respond to meet heightened customer expectations

	[image: ]
Thriwe: Enhancing the Omni-channel experience

	[image: ]
Navigating the Festive Cyber Landscape: Ensuring Online Safety during Holiday Shopping
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Celebrate the Dubai Shopping Festival with Eros Electronics’ exclusive deals
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Cisco App Attention Index reveals escalating customer digital expectations



	Technology
		[image: ]
Omnix International leads innovation and performance with its HOT systems’ laptops
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Fortinet introduces expansive upgrades to its real-time network security operating system
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Facilitating a seamless digital transformation journey for you
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SPECIAL REVIEW: SENNHEISER HD 490 Pro Headphones
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HUAWEI nova 12 Series launches in the UAE with ultra slim design



	Transport & Logistics
		[image: ]
Traffic Surveillance in the most populous city of the UAE

	[image: ]
Automotive Cybersecurity: Opportunities and Challenges
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Acer enters E-bike market with AI-driven “ebii”, designed for urban commuting

	[image: ]
Ciena debuts WaveRouter, the industry’s first purpose-built router for the converged metro
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Mandarin and Valtech take the lead in post-pandemic travel rebound



	Travel & Hospitality
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Premier Inn Middle East Elevates Guest Experience with HPE Aruba Networking
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Malicious Hackers go to Work as We Head for the Sun
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Technology Will Redefine Total Guest Experiences Over the Next Ten Years
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Rotana Hotels & Resorts Standardises on Aruba Technology
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Hospitality Organisations Must Accelerate Digital Transformation to Secure Long-Term Recovery






	Company
	Enterprise
		[image: ]
DXC Technology appoints Kylie Watson as Head of Security for Asia Pacific, Middle East and Africa

	[image: ]
BeyondTrust bolsters leadership team to drive next chapter of growth

	[image: ]
Sony MEA announces the appointment of Jobin Joejoe as Managing Director

	[image: ]
LinkShadow NDR is recognised as a leader on the Frost Radar Innovation Index 2024

	[image: ]
InnoEX and Electronics Fair in Hong Kong: Showcasing cutting-edge technologies for smart cities



	Corporate
		[image: ]
YouGotaGift CEO says ‘product-centricity’ the key to their phenomenal success

	[image: ]
Cisco CX: Powering innovation

	[image: ]
BT to streamline Schindler’s global network infrastructure

	[image: ]
Dubai’s Atlantis turns to Dell Technologies to modernise IT environment
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Fine Hygienic Holding to accelerate growth with Oracle Cloud



	SME
		[image: ]
Kaspersky exposes new scam targeting SMBs

	[image: ]
Thriwe: Enhancing the Omni-channel experience

	[image: ]
Alaris expands information capture ecosystem for SMEs

	[image: ]
“Innovation is a focal point in Abu Dhabi’s plans,” says DED chair
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This new app can help SMEs calculate VAT



	Startup
		[image: ]
Kaspersky exposes new scam targeting SMBs

	[image: ]
Thriwe: Enhancing the Omni-channel experience

	[image: ]
Flat6Labs and North Star unite for Expand 2023 Demo Day

	[image: ]
Hub71 teams up with UAE banks to spotlight banking pain points for startups

	[image: ]
Kaspersky calls on tech startups for the second edition of Open Innovation Hub



	Vendor
		[image: ]
DXC Technology appoints Kylie Watson as Head of Security for Asia Pacific, Middle East and Africa

	[image: ]
Cloudflare channel and alliance business revenue accelerates and expands

	[image: ]
Omnix International leads innovation and performance with its HOT systems’ laptops

	[image: ]
Fortinet introduces expansive upgrades to its real-time network security operating system

	[image: ]
CEQUENS announces exclusive partnership with stc Kuwait to revolutionise communication services



	Channel
		[image: ]
CEQUENS announces exclusive partnership with stc Kuwait to revolutionise communication services

	[image: ]
Help AG achieves Fortinet’s engage preferred services partner designation

	[image: ]
Westcon-Comstor enhances data offering for partners

	[image: ]
Dataiku and PwC bring practical AI solutions to regulated industries

	[image: ]
CoreView announces partnership with emt Distribution






	Trending
	Digital Transformation
		Internet of Things
	Big Data
	Blockchain
	Smart City
	Cloud Computing



	Artificial Intelligence
		Data Centre
	Machine Learning
	Virtual Reality
	Robotics
	Systems Integrator
	E-commerce



	3D Printing
		Self-driving Cars
	Drones
	Automation
	Smartphones
	Wearables
	Virtualisation



	Fintech
		Storage
	Mobile Payment
	Startups
	Applications
	Security






	News
	All News
		[image: ]
DXC Technology appoints Kylie Watson as Head of Security for Asia Pacific, Middle East and Africa

	[image: ]
Google Cloud appoints Noor Al-Sulaiti to lead cybersecurity development across META

	[image: ]
Cloudflare channel and alliance business revenue accelerates and expands

	[image: ]
Endava signs MoU with Saudi Ministry of Investment
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Omnix International leads innovation and performance with its HOT systems’ laptops



	Software
		[image: ]
AVEVA unveils Industrial Intelligence-as-a-Service (IIaaS) at Aveva World 2023

	[image: ]
ASUS Evo lineup: Enhancing the online experience

	[image: ]
Barracuda report highlights ransomware attacks continue to plague organizations
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ASUS A3402-Next level computing performance
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“Security attack is going to cost victims $1 million on average” – Barracuda Networks



	Hardware
		[image: ]
ASUS Evo lineup: Enhancing the online experience

	[image: ]
ASUS A3402-Next level computing performance

	[image: ]
The UAE ranks 8th globally for the readiness of markets for electric transportation

	[image: ]
Hikvision Commercial Display and Malco Technologies host partner event

	[image: ]
Kingston Technology Unleashes New High-Performance Brand: Kingston FURY



	Networking
		[image: ]
Highlights from the GBM and CISO technical workshop

	[image: ]
ASUS Evo lineup: Enhancing the online experience

	[image: ]
SHIVA GROUP OF COMPANIES ORGANISES DAZZLING PARTNER AWARDS NIGHT 2023 

	[image: ]
“Security attack is going to cost victims $1 million on average” – Barracuda Networks

	[image: GIGABYTE R282-Z90 the dependable, versatile storage solution]
GIGABYTE R282-Z90 the dependable, versatile storage solution



	Security
		[image: ]
Genetec highlights top data privacy practices for physical security leaders

	[image: ]
SANS INSTITUTE: Ensuring a Proactive Approach to Cybersecurity Skills Training

	[image: ]
Careless Employees are UAE Organizations’ Biggest Data Loss Problem: Proofpoint Report

	[image: ]
Skill and Knowledge essential to understand and handle advanced cyberthreats, says Kaspersky’s Amin Hasbini
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Exclusive Interview: Innovating Cyber Defence



	Channel
		[image: ]
CEQUENS announces exclusive partnership with stc Kuwait to revolutionise communication services

	[image: ]
Help AG achieves Fortinet’s engage preferred services partner designation

	[image: ]
Westcon-Comstor enhances data offering for partners

	[image: ]
Dataiku and PwC bring practical AI solutions to regulated industries

	[image: ]
CoreView announces partnership with emt Distribution



	Telecoms
		[image: ]
du launch innovative podcast series to address sustainability concerns

	[image: ]
Zain KSA announce significant MOU on next-gen network with Japanese telco

	[image: ]
Saudi telco announces strategic alliance with Rakuten Symphony

	[image: ]
Infovista unveils Artificial Intelligence Model for accelerated 5G planning and roll-out

	[image: ]
Huawei: 5G developed fast, becoming key to production processes



	Video
		[image: ]
“At Lenovo, we’re pursuing an ‘AI for All’ vision” – Giovanni Di Filippo

	[image: ]
“We are on a journey of cloud improvement”- Oman Housing Bank

	[image: ]
Orange means ‘business’ when it comes to the KSA marketplace 

	[image: ]
“No country has ever made such a commitment to gaming like the KSA has” – Jeff Lyndon, iDreamSky

	[image: ]
“We want to focus on Generative Conversational AI” – Walid Gomaa, Omnix International






	Features
	Features
		[image: ]
The advent of the Bespoke AI era

	[image: ]
GCG Enterprise Solutions – Enabling the UAE’s journey to Zero Government Bureaucracy

	[image: ]
Facilitating a seamless digital transformation journey for you
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SPECIAL REVIEW: SENNHEISER HD 490 Pro Headphones
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Reshaping real estate: How blockchain is revolutionising the UAE’s property market



	CIO Spotlight
		[image: DMCC]
Rare commodity: DMCC IT director Abdalla Al Ali

	[image: HSBC MENAT CIO Ghinwa Baradhi]
The bigger picture: HSBC MENAT CIO Ghinwa Baradhi

	[image: Mubadala Investment Company CIO Mansour Al Ketbi]
Mansour Al Ketbi unites IT teams for $125 billion Mubadala Investment Company

	[image: Tariq Al Usaimi, head of digital strategy for the Central Bank of Kuwait]
The new breed: National Bank of Kuwait CDO Tariq Al-Usaimi

	[image: Al Masah Capital CIO Ashith Piriyattiath]
Ashith Piriyattiath’s diverse & transformative GCC career



	Case Studies
		[image: ]
Survey reveals misalignment between cybersecurity and business goals in the UAE and KSA
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3,200+ fake Meta profiles used in Facebook scam attempt

	[image: ]
Edenred UAE: Transforming Customer Service Over WhatsApp with Conversations and Answers

	[image: ]
Customer Story: Nissan Saudi Arabia

	[image: elseco]
DIFC prioritises digital transformation to enhance connectivity and accessibility with Wi-Fi 6



	Partner Watch
		[image: ]
Juniper Networks Expands Partner Ecosystem Leveraging AI-Native Networking Solutions

	[image: ]
Commvault selects AlJammaz Technologies as key distributor in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

	[image: ]
Kaspersky signs MoU with Zayed University

	[image: ]
F5 Appoints Al Jammaz as a Value-Added Distribution Partner

	[image: ]
The time is now for RNS Managed Security Services



	Vendor focus
		[image: ]
Dell Technologies To Establish New Merge & Logistics Fulfilment Hub in Riyadh

	[image: ]
Dell Technologies study reveals innovation leaders better equipped for economic challenges

	[image: ]
A10 Networks partners on a mission to ‘accelerate’

	[image: ]
“The world is on the verge of a new intelligent era powered by Industry 5.0” – David Shi, Huawei
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Huawei signs new partnership in effort to accelerate SMBs digital transformation



	Analysis
		[image: ]
Special Feature: Data Security in the Banking and Financial Sectors
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Safeguarding Healthcare: Protecting Critical Data and Patient Privacy

	[image: ]
Trend Micro Predictions Report Forecasts Cyber Fightback in 2022

	[image: ]
Frost & Sullivan Names Tenable a Growth and Innovation Leader in the Global Vulnerability Management Market, 2021

	[image: ]
Gartner Identifies the Top Trends Impacting Infrastructure and Operations for 2022



	Video
		[image: ]
“At Lenovo, we’re pursuing an ‘AI for All’ vision” – Giovanni Di Filippo

	[image: ]
“We are on a journey of cloud improvement”- Oman Housing Bank

	[image: ]
Orange means ‘business’ when it comes to the KSA marketplace 
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“No country has ever made such a commitment to gaming like the KSA has” – Jeff Lyndon, iDreamSky
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“We want to focus on Generative Conversational AI” – Walid Gomaa, Omnix International



	Lifestyle
		[image: ]
SPECIAL REVIEW: SENNHEISER HD 490 Pro Headphones

	[image: ]
PUBG MOBILE and IMG Worlds of Adventure collaborate for immersive fun

	[image: ]
ASUS BR1100FKA-the ideal companion for the modern-day student

	[image: ]
Ramadan 2021: Huawei Mobile Services rolls out exciting rewards
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Millions watched Arabic-language Twitch streams in 2020



	Insight
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World Backup Day: “AI can help businesses stay one step ahead of cybercriminals” – Alaa Bawab, Lenovo

	[image: ]
Cloudflare channel and alliance business revenue accelerates and expands
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The advent of the Bespoke AI era

	[image: ]
GCG Enterprise Solutions – Enabling the UAE’s journey to Zero Government Bureaucracy

	[image: ]
“Gen AI and Low-Code is the high octane combo that can accelerate digital transformation” – Kissflow



	Opinion
		[image: ]
World Backup Day: “AI can help businesses stay one step ahead of cybercriminals” – Alaa Bawab, Lenovo

	[image: ]
The advent of the Bespoke AI era

	[image: ]
“Gen AI and Low-Code is the high octane combo that can accelerate digital transformation” – Kissflow
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Reshaping real estate: How blockchain is revolutionising the UAE’s property market
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The power of public-private partnerships



	Blogs
		[image: ]
5 ways SMBs can protect themselves from cybersecurity breaches

	[image: ]
Getting real about AI in the enterprise
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Out of the Sandbox: WikiLoader Digs Sophisticated Evasion
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Safeguarding Healthcare: Protecting Critical Data and Patient Privacy
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AI Appreciation Day: Celebrating the Power of AI






	News
	Region
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DXC Technology appoints Kylie Watson as Head of Security for Asia Pacific, Middle East and Africa
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Cloudflare channel and alliance business revenue accelerates and expands
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Omnix International leads innovation and performance with its HOT systems’ laptops
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Fortinet introduces expansive upgrades to its real-time network security operating system
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GCG Enterprise Solutions – Enabling the UAE’s journey to Zero Government Bureaucracy






	Magazines
	CNME
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March 2024
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February 2024
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December 2023
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November 2023
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October 2023



	Reseller ME
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February 2024
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January 2024
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Reseller ME December 2023
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November 2023
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October 2023



	Security Advisor ME
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March 2024
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February 2024
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Security Advisor ME December 2023
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November 2023
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October 2023



	60 Minutes
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60mins Day 5 – PM (2023)
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60mins Day 5 – AM (2023)
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60mins Day 4 – PM (2023)
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60mins Day 4 – AM (2023)
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60mins Day 3 – PM (2023)



	Supplements
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GovTech – May 2023
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Pure Accelerate Riyadh Recap
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LinkShadow Special Report
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GITEX Tech Vision 2023
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GovTech – October 2022






	Events
	Awards
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CIO Leadership Awards 2024
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Women in Tech (Pride of Tech) Forum and Awards 2024
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GovTech Awards 2024
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Infosec & Cybersecurity Congress 2024
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CISO 50 & Future Security Awards 2023



	Customer Events
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Infosec & Cybersecurity Congress 2024
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Infosec & Cybersecurity Congress 2023

	[image: Race to innovate | Your Voice | Tahawul Tech]
Race to Innovate
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Expectations vs Investment
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Rise of e-commerce



	Forums
		[image: ]
Women in Tech (Pride of Tech) Forum and Awards 2024
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Tahawultech Conference 2024
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CISO 50 Awards and Forum
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Reseller Middle East Forum

	[image: Evolve - Digital Transformation Forum]
Evolve – Digital Transformation Forum



	Your Voice
		[image: Race to innovate | Your Voice | Tahawul Tech]
Race to Innovate
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Expectations vs Investment
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Rise of e-commerce
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Combating credit crunch



	Webinars
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Freshworks virtual webinar highlights increasing role of IT industry in accelerating digital transformation
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Mimecast virtual webinar highlights importance of brand protection
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Huawei and IDC collaborate on Autonomous Network white paper
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WEBINAR: Experience the Intelligent HPE Hyperconverged and Composable Infrastructure
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WEBINAR: How Alpha Data and Veritas Enable Enterprises to Win the War Against Ransomware






	SAS & AI
	LEAP 2024
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TahawulTech.com is the definitive platform in the Middle East for IT content. Covering stories across enterprise technology, cybersecurity and the region’s IT channel industry, TahawulTech.com brings business leaders and technology decision makers together to share their stories of transformation.
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